Friends of Mathematics Education
– A European Initiative –

FoME Conference
March 14 – 15, 2013

Travel Information
Venue: Deutsche Telekom’s Berlin Representative Office, Französische Straße 33 A-C, 10117 Berlin
Hotel (where many participants booked): Hotel Winters Gendarmenmarkt, Charlottenstrasse 66, 10117
Berlin, Phone: +49 (0)3020 60 50-0
Phone (to contact the organizers): ++49 172 29 45 983 (valid from Wednesday afternoon)

1. General:
The public transport is efficiently organised in Berlin. For using public transport you have to buy a ticket for
Zone AB at one of the ticket machines close to the bus stops, e.g. the airport or – in case of buses – pay at the
driver. These tickets are valid on buses, trams, S-Bahn and U-Bahn within the Zone AB.
Tickets: Single (Einzelfahrschein): 2,40 Euro (valid for 2 hours); Day-travel-ticket (Tageskarte): 6,50 Euro. If
you want to use your ticket for more than 6 hours, you should prefer the last option.

2. From Airport Berlin-Tegel to Hotel:

By taxi: 30 minutes, approx. 40 Euro
By public transport: 40 minutes.
• Use bus route 128 (via Kurt Schumacher Platz) and
• leave the bus at Kurt Schumacher Platz; finally
• transfer to the subway U 6 heading towards Alt-Mariendorf/Friedrichstraße, and
• leave the subway at Station Friedrichsstraße.
At the moment there is an interruption of line U6 because of a construction area near the station: you will have
three possibilities to continue your route:
(a) Take a taxi to the hotel (approx. 8 Euro).
(b) Walk to the Hotel down the busy shopping street (Friedrichstraße) (till Leipziger Straße) and then turn
left, after 150 m you will have reached the hotel (see the right map above).
(c) Follow the signs to the next U6-Station Französische Straße, again take U6 and leave the metro at the
next Station Stadtmitte (see the right map above).

3. Arriving by train – from Berlin Central Station to Winters
Hotel
• If your ticket shows the destination BERLIN+CITY, there is no need to buy a further ticket. The railway
ticket is also accepted in the public transportation system of Berlin – only on the day of arrival!
• If not, you have to buy a ticket (see above).
Then take any S-Bahn (train) to Friedrichstraße which is the next station. Normally these trains leave at Platform 15 in the Central station. At Bahnhof Friedrichstraße go down to the street level and act as described in
Section 2.

4. From Winters Hotel to Deutsche Telekom Berlin Representative Office
walk: 800m

Looking forward to meeting you!

